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Personal background 

I graduated with a Bachelors in Biochemistry from a top 10 university(UCLA) when I was 17. I 
have been studying markets since I was 9. I have been professionally trading financial markets 
since 2008(when I was 18). I was in the 99.995th+ percentile(top out of 20,000+ traders) on 
Dukascopy Trader Contest for the 9 years of its existence. I was banned 5 years through the 
contest by request of other traders for doing too good. My trading is based on market maker 
theory. That market makers trap retail money into bad positions intentionally and then  
manipulate markets through supply/demand imbalances.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AskZfNQdKo&feature=emb_logo
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Business plan 

The main focus of our business will be to have a forex poll contest website to generate a 
market sentiment to trade against. We will have a website that gives out a daily poll near 
London open for the top 7 most liquid forex pairs. The participants are simply asked what is 
their opinion over the next 24 trading hours for each of top 7 forex pairs. They will be given the 
chance to vote either up or down. The participants will have to give the vote within +/-1 hour of 
FTSE open. The participants will be competing for points on a monthly basis. Participants earn 
points from calling correct movements in the currency markets. They will lose points for calling 
wrong movements. The people with highest points get cash prizes on a monthly basis.


We should target to advertise the website in Africa. This is because I notice on Dukascopy and 
Myfxbook trading contests that Africans perform the worst. Furthermore, it is much cheaper to 
advertise in Africa and wages are much lower. We should have each person confirmed based 
on SMS to a mobile to prevent robot or multiple account holders. The monthly prize pool 
should be at least $20,000. At minimum we will need 10,000 people taking the polls everyday. 
We should have a one trading day period per trading position and aim to start positioning 1 
hour after FTSE opens(when the poll closes).


We will offer the following majors:

EURUSD

USDJPY

GBPUSD

USDCHF

AUDUSD

USDCAD

NZDUSD


Going against bad traders 

Normally people want to follow good traders to make money. However, from studying 
brokerage and trading contest distribution there is a much larger sample size of losers. 
Furthermore, losers lose in a larger magnitude than winners win. Losers are more consistent in 
losing than winners are at winning. It is a vastly superior strategy to go against losers than to 
follow winners from a statistical perspective. On myfxbook trading contests the bottom 1% of 
traders lose 41 pips on average for each EURUSD position. The average for the whole contest 
is 2 pips loss per EURUSD trade. Below is the PnL distribution of a myfxbook trading contest. 
One thing to note, that traders at the 90% percentile make on average .05% a day. In contrast 
traders at the 10% percentile lose on average 9.36% a day.






How to make use of the data


From studying the people participating in the polls we determine the bottom 2% losing poll 
takers over the previous 4 weeks. Then from the 2% lowest success rate poll takers we make a 
sentiment of their votes. We trade against the sentiment on the real market. I believe we can 
easily have a 75% daily success rate in trading majors with this sentiment. The liquidity for 
trading the top 7 majors is about $4 trillion a day. Assuming we spread out execution to 1% 
turnover that gives us $40 billion round turn or $20 billion single turn per day. We can 
dramatically increase executable size by having weekly or monthly polls in the future. That 
would allow us to spread out positions over a longer time and scale to much larger sizes. I 
believe as we ramp up prizes the users will get even worse and we will have a larger sample 
size allowing for better filtering of traders.


Below is the projections for 70%, 75% and 80% success rate on majors assuming a 1 day 
holding period. We have large slippage because we spread out positioning over several hours 
during London/NY crossover. 
 



Assuming 75% daily success rate on calling majors the returns will be about 25 pips per trade 
on notional amounts up to $20 billion single turn. Position holding period will be 1 trading day. 
This allows for $50 million profit per day or $12B a year. Returns from this will be about 50% 
per month on 10:1 leverage on up to $2B.


Assuming 75% weekly success rate on calling majors the returns will be about 50 pips per 
trade on notional amounts up to $20 billion single turn. Position holding period will be 5 trading 
days. This allows for $100 million profit per day or $25B a year. Returns from this will be about 
20% per month on 10:1 leverage up to $10B


Assuming 75% monthly success rate on calling majors the returns will be about 100 pips per 
trade on notional amounts up to $20 billion single turn. Position holding period will be 20 
trading days. This allows for $200 million profit per day or $50B a year. Returns from this will be 
about 10% per month on 10:1 leverage up to $40B.




Projected growth of portfolio initially 

Expenses 

Initial Expenses

$10,000 Advertising

$10,000 Programming and Development

$20,000 total


$700,000 capital investment at FX Broker


Monthly Expenses

Web Hosting $100

Monthly Prizes $20,000

Support $2,000

$22,100 total


Execution of trades 

We will use a multi-bank ECN for deep liquidity. We will spread out positioning over two hours, 
7200 seconds. That comes out to 6M execution a second spread out over 7 major pairs when 
we are executing 40B total round turn execution size. Execution will start one hour after FTSE 
opening and end 3 hours after FTSE opening. We will hold trades overnight and over weekend. 
At all times we are fully positioned at 10:1 leverage.



